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Revive Energy Mint's Open their doors to Vendors and Distributors

Revive Energy Mints have announced that they will be opening their doors to distributors. RyLo Products
has teamed up with Sito Marketing to offer the this unprecedented distributorship program.

Aug. 31, 2008 - PRLog -- Revive Energy Mints are unlike any other product out there!  Each mint
combines the 5 hottest growing segments in the consumer market today.  One Revive Mint contains the
energy of an energy drink or a cup of coffee plus all the antioxidants and health benefits of  fruit.  Making
this mint a quick and convenient way for people to get their energy fix.  Revive Energy Mints pride
themselves on giving customers long lasting sustained energy, without the crash of sugar loaded energy
drinks.

"This is a huge step for our company.  Opening up distributorships is how Red Bull and 5 Hour Energy
became so huge.  It made sense to follow the same model as them being that we used the same approach as
them with our product by carving out a new niche in the supplemental energy industry and we took it a step
further by adding the health market reach.  We are already growing at an exponential rate and the national
advertising we have coming up will solidy Revive Energy Mints place in history.  We are excited about this
new program and believe it will take our company to new heights"

According to the owners of Sito Marketing each distributor will get a 17 point business package which
includes vending machines, retail rights, wholesale costs, marketing materials, coaching, location assistance
and much more.

# # #

Revive Energy mints are the only product on the market that brings together energy and superfoods. Each
Revive Energy Mint is equal to 1 cup of coffee or an energy drink as well as fruit.
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